The meeting of two plates sometimes makes it possible for water to enter
the area as happens with the Red Sea, which was formed when the
Arabian peninsula was split from the “Horn of Africa” but the Red Sea Rift –
he space formed by the African and Arabian plates. This started in the
Eocene and had greater movement in the Oligocene.
On the other hand, water may overrun the land as a result of the increasing
amounts of water from a warming trend as happens with the Persian or
Arabian Gulf

THE OCEAN IS ALWAYS IN MOTION. WHY IS
THIS IMPORTANT?
First we need to know what kinds of movement there
are in the ocean.
Three Kinds of Water Movement
I. Tides

II. Waves
III. Currents
TIDES
Tides are regular movement of the ocean, most
noticeable at the shore line as the water moves further and
further up the shore and then recedes.
Much of the world has 2 a day but some places are
somewhat different. Variation is caused by a number of
factors, but the basic movement of the ocean’s water in
tides remains the same.
We have heard about them already, rather briefly when we
mentioned the littoral or intertidal zones. The intertidal zone
is the area that is covered and uncovered as the tides some
in and out. But what causes that and what problems does it
make?
Caesar and tides in Britain
When Caesar invaded Britain, his ships arrived at a high
tide. The soldiers disembarked and when they wound up in
a battle, they attempted to retreat onto the ships and leave.
Unfortunately for them, the tide had “gone out” (ebbed) and
the ships they had arrived in were now on the beach and not
in the water. They had to continue fighting until the tide
came in (flowed) and the ships were lifted back up and
could sail away.
Caesar was of course, familiar with the tides, but in the
Mediterranean where they behave somewhat differently!

Tides are classified in terms of whether they are high, low,
spring or neap tides. The term “rip tide” is inaccurate in that
what is being discussed there is a “rip current”. It isn’t a tide.
What used to be called “tidal waves” have more recently
been called “tsunami” (the Japanese for a “harbor wave”)
since tsunami have nothing to do with tides (although as we
will see they tend to look like a tide).
When the tide is coming in – that is the water is moving
further and further up the shore, it is said to “flow”. When the
water is moving down and away from the shore it is said to
“ebb”. High tide is when the water comes in and low tide is
when it goes out. Spring tides are exceptionally high tides
and neap tides are exceptionally lower tides. What causes
the tides?
The tides are caused by the gravitational pull of the sun and
the moon on the Earth. The moon circles the earth and the
Earth circles the sun. Now the moon is MUCH smaller than
the Sun and smaller than the Earth. Here are the
dimensions. Like geological time astronomical distance is
difficult so there is a figure
Diameter
Circumference
Moon
3,476 km
2,120 miles (4 inches)
~6,786 miles
Earth
12,756 km
7926 miles
(16 inches) ~25,000 miles
Sun 1,392,000 km
865,000 miles (145.5 feet) ~2,720,984miles

So while you might think the sun being much larger,
would have a greater impact, the problem is it is
much further away. The sun in about 93,000,000

miles from the Earth, the moon is only about
239,000 miles from the Earth. This is why during a
total eclipse of the sun, the much, much smaller
body (the moon) can completely cover the much
larger body of the sun. Interestingly enough, the
apparent size of the sun and the moon is the same!
So the moon’s influence on the tides is much
greater. Both the sun and the moon have a
gravitational force that pulls things on the earth
toward them. The Earth in return pulls back enough
that the material doesn’t fly out into space. Water,
being liquid in the ocean, tends to rise somewhat in
the direction of the pull. This causes a kind of bulge
in the ocean. Since the Earth is rotating faster than
the moon is circling it, that bulge “moves” around
the Earth.
Because the Moon revolves around the earth, each
day it rising about 50 minutes later, so each day the
tides will occur roughly 50 minutes later. You can get
“tide charts” that will tell you each day when there
will be high tides and when there will be low tides.
Also because the moon goes around the earth, it
position relative to the sun changes and this causes
the phases of the moon.

So at sometimes, the moon and sun and Earth are
in a straight line, with the moon either on the same
side of the Earth as the sun, or on the opposite side
of the Earth, from where the sun is.
MOON--------EARTH--------------------SUN

EARTH-----MOON--------SUN
At other times the moon and sun make a right angle with the
Earth
MOON

|
|
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|
|
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So at some periods the moon and the sun are
operating together, and at other times they are
operating at cross purposes. When they operate
together, the tide will be much higher and “spring
up”. These are cleverly called “spring tides”.
When they operate at cross purposes the tides, the
tides will be much lower. These are called “neap
tides”. So while every day there will be 2 high and 2
low tides, each month there will be 2 spring and 2
neap tides.

When the sun and moon are on the same side, why
should there be a bulge on the opposite side? That
bulge is caused by the Earth circling the sun which
also causes the water to move away from the center
of the Earth.

Bay of Fundy video
WAVES
We will discuss 5 different kinds of waves:
1. Wind driven
2. Rogue
3. Tsunami
4.Tidal
5. Underwater or undersea
Waves are important to people since the have an
impact on life in the ocean, travel on the ocean and

land near the ocean. So we need to look at some of
the different types of waves and how they have an
impact on things.
WIND DRIVEN WAVES
While there are many kinds of motions in the ocean, probably
the most obvious are the waves. We need a way to
discuss waves, so first we need to see how they are
measured
Waves are measured in specific ways

There are many kinds of waves as well. Most of the waves
are called “wind driven waves”. These waves are caused by
two fluids of different densities moving across one another. In
this case one is air the other is water.
(You can notice this on a small scale if you blow across a cup
of water, or coffee. When you try to cool the liquid and blow
across the surface you will notice small “ripples” forming. It is
the same principle.)
As the wind blows across the water, it sets small “capillary”
waves in motion. These are often called “ripples”. (The
surface tension of the water, works to end them) These

ripples give greater surface area for the wind to blow against
and the waves become larger. (These are called “gravity
waves” because the force of gravity works to pull them
back down to a level ocean.)
The area where wind driven waves are created are called
“seas”. When waves continue to move outside the area in
which they are generated they are called “swells”. Since they
move out of the area where the wind produced them it is
possible for them to move faster than the wind!
Ocean waves during storms can become very high and very
dangerous. Even large ships can be in danger.
VIDEO of 100 ft high wave
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8xNfMBoMMM
When the wind blows, it transmits energy to the water and the
energy moves through the water. This energy is what causes
the wave. The water in the wave does not move forward any
more than wheat does when wind blows across it and causes
the wheat to bend. The energy moves across the field, the
wheat doesn’t. Similarly, the energy moves across the ocean
and in the ocean and the water rises and falls as the energy
passes by.
This can be seen by the movement of an object in the water
when a wave comes by:

SEE VIDEO IN POWER POINT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yPTa8qi5X8

2 WAVE PHASE VIDEOS
As the top level starts to rotate, it presses against a lower
level which also starts to rotate and so on down into the
depths. At a certain level, the is negligible rotation and this is
the wave “base” There are three factors that have an impact
on the wave. One is how long the wind is blowing, the second
is how hard the wind is blowing and the third is over what
distance the wind is blowing. The distance over which the
winds blows without interruption is called the “fetch’
.
Wind speed is measured in a scale called the Beaufort scale.

